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The clergy abuse scandal has posed the greatest threat to the traditional understanding of the

Catholic priesthood since the Protestant Reformation. Now, as then, the deadliest attacks are

coming from within the Church. In an attempt to improve a syste
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Fr. Valladares, an Australian priest of Indian heritage, has done a priceless favor for US priests

especially by publishing this book! He saw the scandalous way priests were being treated by their

bishops when falsely accused of any kind of sex abuse--these priests were provided no legal

counsel, were not allowed to meet their accuser (required by canon law for any type of accusation!),

& basically "thrown under the bus" to protect the bishops!He clearly presents the pertinent canons in

the 1983 Code of Canon Law so every priest knows their rights if/when they are accused of any

type of transgression. These days of priestly persecution in the US, this is ESSENTIAL, REQUIRED

KNOWLEDGE that every priest should be able to readily lay their hands on. In our archdiocese of

St. Paul-Minneapolis today, many priests are being "flagged" by the Kinsale Group for extremely

frivolous accusations that have laid dormant in their personnel files for years without the priests'

knowledge. These accusations do NOT involve any kind of sexual impropriety & never should have

been put in a priest's file. But, canon law was deliberately not followed by the bishops. This is a

deliberate, well-planned scheme to destroy some priests who are not politically correct!I've bought

two copies of this book that are making the rounds of priests; I will purchase several more to

distribute. Extremely helpful to falsely accused priests. Now, if only God would purge the Church of



evil bishops who seek the Church's destruction!!

Father James Valladares is highly qualified on so very many levels to write this erudite yet

enthrallingly written presentation on procedural justice for priests, who, like anyone else, as he

insists, are to be considered innocent until proven guilty in the face of whatever allegations.Most

priests know nothing of procedural justice. Any priest can be falsely accused at any time by anyone

for any reason or none.Get this book for your priests, especially if you think that they are the last

ones in the world who would ever get accused. All priests are prime targets of false accusations.To

repeat: if you are grateful to have priests, get all the priests in your life this necessary book. It will

open their eyes and yours, and change the culture of injustice.You can find out so much more for

yourselves about Father James and this book by googling, in quotation marks - "fr james valladares

may truth and justice prevail" -You'll find yourself on the blog of Father Gordon MacRae: These

Stone Walls. Father MacRae's case is to be found everywhere in this book of Father James

Valladares. So, make sure to click on the "About" page on the top menu of These Stone Walls so

you know what inspired Father Valladares to spend part of his life writing this book.Full disclosure: If

you want to verify where I stand in all of this, you can easily find my own guest post on These Stone

Walls by googling, in quotation marks - "fr george david byers when jesus was in prison" -Have a

good read!
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